Arabic lettering as a Visual Icon in Logo design
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Introduction
The Arabic alphabet is considered heritage of civilization and a declarative miracle. It's attached to literature thinking and religion. And once the man invented the shape of letters the writing emerged through civilization. The Arabic letters are characterized by the singular is ability to to be drawn in Multiple and distinctive shapes ranging between flexible and rigid. this special characteristic enabled altering The Familiar shapes of the letters. So, flexibility of these letters was the reason behind the emergence of different styles of Arabic fonts. The Arabic letters was an important mean of education and learning, later it became a manifestation of beauty. so, it has been improved and varied to become an artistic luxury no nation ever reach.it became an art of perfection, from the view of Islamic philosophy to perfection and integrality as synonyms of beauty or as a first witness to it, and in this says Imam Ghazali:
(Everything, defining beauty and goodness as the perception of a thing in its entirety, if all his possible qualities are present, it is in his most beautiful. And the good font all combines what suits the suitability of the characters and their balance and integrity of the installation and good regularity. everything has perfection that suits it.)
As a result of the distinctive characteristics of the Arabic letters such as its flexibility, and formability, being stretched or circled, added corners to it, or overlapped the letters, being connected or separated, all that made it easier to combine them with the abstract symbols which made it possible to restructure the letters as a visual icon and in the field of logo design.

On this basis, the care of research is to study how the Arabic letters can be utilised as a visual icon in logo design. by presenting different examples and analyse some of it. And study advantages of the Arabic letters such as flexibility and diverse formations which led it to be an aesthetic visual icon in the field of logo design.
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Research Problem
How the Arabic lettering can be utilised as a visual icon in logo design?
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Research Objectives
The research aims at taking advantage of the Arabic letters’s flexibility and diverse formations which led to it being an aesthetic visual icon in the field of logo design.

Research hypotheses
The research assumes that the characteristic anaesthetic of pure flexibility and formerly of the Arabic letters help make them a beautiful visual icon suitable for logo design.

Research Methodology
The research follows the descriptive and analytical method by describing and analyzing chosen examples of logos to achieve its goals.

Discussion
After studying the types of logos and the Arabic letters’s flexibility and diverse formations, the research analysed few examples and the following are two of them:

**Ex. 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product / service</th>
<th>Msabih</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The used Arabic letter</td>
<td>خاء</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol combines with Arabic letter</th>
<th>Visual perception of the character (Kha`) in the visual icon is predominant on perception the symbol of the Masbha. It must be in the visual experience of the recipient for easy understanding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Research results**

1- The utilization of Arabic letters as a visual icon in logo design plays a great role reinforcing the Arabic culture and identity and facing the different foreign cultures, globalization imposed upon the society.

2- The flexibility of the Arabic letter gives it the ability to be shaped in different ways that could serve the purpose of any logo.

3- The design of the Arabic letter as a visual icon in logo design combines the verbal and pictorial representation.

4- The Arabic letter’s shape as a valuable and abstract sole element underlines the aesthetic and functional sides in logo design.

**Research Recommendations**

1- Arabic letters in logo design must liberate from the solid visual shapes.

2- The logo designer has to be fully aware of the aesthetic and functional characteristics of the Arabic letters and be able to use them in logo design.

3- The utilization of the visual icon of the Arabic letters has to be in harmony with design basics to achieve both the functional and aesthetic sides of logo design.
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